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Abstract: The impact of HECGPs on the average surface atmospheric temperature in the earth’s atmosphere was
statistically investigated and prest. The characterizations of the HECGPs and the average surface atmospheric
temperature were conspicuously shown and the variation agreed that HECGPs causes variation of average
surface atmospheric temperature in the earth’s atmosphere. The selected events showed correlation with the
levels of the correlation coefficient range between 0.01< r > 0.99, which clearly shown that HECGPs contributes
to the variation of the average temperature in the earth’s atmosphere.
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INTRODUCTION Whenthe HECGPs impinge on the Earth’s atmosphere

The previous data have it obviously on the large literature reviewed are as follows: They ionize the Earth’s
variations in planetary temperature that the Earth’s global atmosphere, which is been contributed by both cosmic
climate  changes  due to internal factor or space factor. rays and solar flare events; and produce
The internal factor includes the movement of the solar anelectromagnetic cascade of charged particles,
around the center of our galaxy, thus crossing galactic commonly  in  association  with events of Cosmic Rays.
arms, clouds of molecular dust, nearby supernova and The HECGCR defined almost all electrical, chemical and
supernova remnants. Whereas, the space factor is the biological properties in the Earth’s atmosphere. They are
cyclic variations of solar activities and solar wind which responsible for the production of atmospheric
influences the formation of clouds and therefore control perturbation, accumulations of charged particles and
the total energy transferred from the sun to the Earth’s lightning strokes in the cloud. Therefore, they are the key
atmosphere. In addition the influence of cosmic rays and elements of production of disaster and environmental
space dust is most controversial in the literature so far voluntarism in the Earth’s atmosphere that makes the
reviewed in space factor [1]. investigation unlimited. The handful natures of these

The impact of high energy charged galactic particles HECGCRs are being controlled by the presence of the
(HECGPs) variations in space factor on the Earth’s atmosphere covering the Earth’s surface. One of the major
atmosphere cannot be over emphasized. The HECGPs are impacts of the HECGPs in the earth’s atmosphere is to
composed of two main different sources of Highly cause ionization. The introduction of ionization hasled to
Energetic Charged Galactic Cosmic Rays (HECGCRs) and the development of space science and technology.
Highly Energetic Charged Galactic Solar Particles The cosmic rays and solar particles intensity in the
(HECGSPs). Most precisely, the HECGCRs are sources Earth’s atmosphere has been extensively investigated in
from outside our solar system such as radio galactic the previous years by using the data of Balloons
quasars,  Seyfert  galaxies, gamma-ray burst, etc. and the experiments measuring induced ionization at different
HECGSPs are the near events within our solar system as locations [2], Rockets [3], Satelliteand Ground based
galactic sources. The propagation and modulation of detectors in association with various solar interplanetary
galactic cosmic rays (GCR) (generated mostly during and  geomagnetic  parameters have been studied [4, 5].
supernovas explosions and in supernovas remnants in Due to the induced ionization in the Earth’s atmosphere
our galaxy) is determined within the heliosphere by their led to the development of empirical profiles of the
interaction with magnetic field [1]. ionization effects up to 100km [6]. The quantitative models

itcauses two major mechanisms. These mechanisms in the
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Fig. 1: Computed ionization rate of the upper troposphere (h =300 g/cm2), at 06:55 UT: the total ionization rate (top panel)
and that due to GCR only (bottom panel) [15]

aiming to calculate the atmosphere ionization have been realistic study of the cascade evolution in the atmosphere,
investigated [7, 8, 9]. Improved quantitative models for simulating the interaction and decays of various nuclei,
studying atmospheric ionization have been applied [6, 10]. hadrons, mouns, electron and photons. 
The numerical cosmic ray (CR) ionization models have The detailed result of the simulations describing the
been developed such as Sofia model for analytical type, energy, momentum, location and arrival time of the
approximation of the direct ionization by primary CRs produced secondary particles at given selected altitude
above 30km [11, 12]. The Oulu CRAS (Cosmic Ray above sea level are in litetrature [15]. In addition, the
Atmospheric Cascade) model is based on the CORIA approximation energy intervals, including the
CORSIKA/FLUKA Monte-Carlo simulation designed to charge interval for electron capturing [19].
account  for  direct  ionization  by  primary  CR particles The global warming are reported to enhance
[13, 14, 15]. The Ben model (ATMOCOSMICS/PLANE convective activity of thunderstorm and in turn increase
TOCOSMICS Code) is based on the GEANT- 4 Monte – thunderstorm production on a global scale. In last
Carlo Simulation Package to investigate the ionization century, the temperature on the Earth’s surface increased
level [16]. The results of Ben Model are are by ~0.6°C [23]. Two mechanisms were suggested for
comprehensively presented in detail and they are easily temperature variations in the Earth’s atmosphere are solar
avaliable [17, 18, 15]. The COTIMIA (COsmic Ray influence on the weather/climate and the influence of
Ionization Model for Ionosphere and Atmosphere) Mode human activities on the earth’s environment (such as
was developed to calculate the electrons and ion greenhouse effect) [24].
production rate profiles due to cosmic ray using ionization The cosmic rays in the low altitude cloud (< 3km)
losses [19]. variation derived from satellite measurements were

The full Monte-Carlo CORSIKA (COsmic Rays reported to be correlated around the cosmic ray minimum
Simulations  for  KAscade) used simulation in modeling [25 and 26]. Some authors have studied the relationship
the atmospheric nucleonic- electromagnetic cascade [20]. between northern hemisphere surface temperature and
The FLUKA   package   of   CORSIKA   simulated  the solar irradiance; and its result showed that the correlation
low-energy  nuclear  interactions  below  30km  [21, 22]. coefficient is ~0.86 [27 and 28]. The eleven years average
The CORSIKA and GEANT-4 Models accelerated the temperature variations in terms of percentage change in
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cosmic rays and sunspot number showed that the RESULTS
correspondence between solar activities and average
temperature seems to be between the period of solar cycle Data  from  the  Solar  Soft  Data  Centre (SSDC),
length and the variation in cosmic ray flux [27]. In this Space  Physics  Interactive   Data   Resources  (SPIDR)
paper, theimpact of HECGPs in the earth’s atmosphere in and National  Space  Research  and  development
terms of variations in the climatic parameters such as Agency, (NASRDA), Anyiba, Nigeria; for cosmic rays,
average surface atmospheric temperature has to be solar flare and average surface atmospheric temperature
statistically investigated. respectively in 2008 was used and statistically analyzed in

HECGP Influence in Earth’s Atmosphere: The high The objective of this paper is to ascertain the impact
energy charged galactic particles (HECGPs) composed of of HECGPs in the variation of the average surface
two major charged particles that interact with the particles atmospheric temperature. Therefore, the two major
in the Earth’s atmosphere. These particles are the high sources  of  galactic  particles in the earth’s atmosphere
energy charged galactic cosmic rays (HECGCRs) and the are cosmic rays and solar flare for HECGPs. In this study
high energy charged galactic solar particles (HECGSPs). the HECGPs has to be taken as a single source that

The HECGPs are sources from galaxies beyond and causes variations in the average surface atmospheric
within our solar system. The HECGPs influences the temperature. Basically, the percentage (%) of
physical-chemical processes in the Earth’s Atmosphere. accommodation of the events of HECGPs and average
The effects include cloudiness density charges, surface atmospheric temperature (AT) were statistically
atmosphere cloud coverage and control the variability of obtained. The fluctuations of the events were filtered with
atmosphere transparency and therefore, affect high a threshold factor  of  2.00  to  clearly portray the
radiation  flux  reaching  in  the  lower  atmosphere [15]. variations values. The investigation of these variations
The morphological effects of HECGPs induced ionization waswrapped into three months events in order that the
are shown in Fig. 1 for the upper troposphere of the earth occurrence will be under four phase’s
atmosphere. characterization.The first phase ranging from the events

Fig. 1 is represented in two phases. The top phase of January, February and March are graphically shown in
shows the total influence of ionization ofgalactic cosmic Fig. 2. The second phase covers the events from April,
ray (GCR) and solar cosmic ray (SCR) fluxes while the May and June as shown in Fig. 3. The third phase also
bottom phase represents the ionization induced only by covers the events from July, August and September as
GCR. It is observed that the increase in cosmic ray shown in Fig. 4. Finally, the fourth phase of the events
induced ionization (CRII) due to solar cosmic rays from  October,  November  and  December are shown in
strongly depends on the coordinates. This is a direct Fig. 5.
cause of the high anisotropy of the solar particles at this In addition, the correlation analysis for selected
specific time. Thus, the ionization effect of solar energetic events using Microsoft Excel programs were carried out
particles (SEP) events is localized and has most influence in order to ascertain the levels of relationship between the
in the polar atmosphere. The global effect of CRII solar HECGPs and AT.The magnitudes of the level
particles is small, even for the most severe events [15]. ofcorrelation coefficient (r) ranges from 0.007 to 0.999.

this paper.

Fig. 2: Variations of % High Energy Charged Galactic Particles (HECGP) and %Average Surface Atmospheric
Temperature (AT) in the first phase against days
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Fig. 3: Variations of % High Energy Charged Galactic Particles (HECGP) and %Average Surface Atmospheric
Temperature (AT) in the second phaseagainst days

Fig. 4: Variations of % High Energy Charged Galactic Particles (HECGP) and %Average Surface Atmospheric
Temperature (AT) in the third phase days.

Fig. 5: Variations of % High Energy Charged Galactic Particles (HECGP) and %Average Surface Atmospheric
Temperature (AT) in the four phaseagainst days

DISCUSSION The variations of the events are in agreement with some

The variations of HECGPs entering the earth’s indicates that the HECGPs (induced solar protons +
atmosphere doaffect the variations of the average surface Galactic Cosmic Rays in the troposphere) identify varying
atmospheric  temperature  as  shown  in  the Fig. 2 to 5. rows of regions of bright and dark transparencies events

authors [15, 12]. The observational image shown in Fig. 1,
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[15]. The majority of the results show that they are almost 9. Dorman, L.I. and T.M. Krupitskaya, 1975. Calculation
flat variations in HECGPsin all the phases. Also, the of expected ratio of solar cosmic ray ion generation
average surface atmospheric temperature conspicuously speeds on different altitudes, in Cosmic Rays, Nauka,
showed very clear characterization in its variations in the Moscow, 15: 30-33.
earth’s atmosphere in all the phases.These observations 10. Dorman, L.I. and I.D. Kozin, 1983. Cosmic Radiation
are in conformity with other authors [25, 23, 28, 23]. The in the Upper Atmosphere, Fizmatgiz, Moscow.
correlation coefficients, r levelsrangesfrom 0.01= r = 0.99, 11. Velinov, P.I.Y. and A. Mishev, 2008. Cosmic ray
which is in agreement with authors [28]. indused ionization in the upper, middle and lower

CONCLUSION proceedings of the 30  international Cosmic Ray

The variations of the HECGPs in the earth’s R., Cabellero, et al., Universidad NacionalAutonoma
atmosphere showed a clear corresponding variations of de Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico, (SH), pp: 749-752.
the average surface atmospheric temperature. The high 12. Buchvarova, M. and P.I.Y. Velinov, 2005. Modeling
significant level of correlation associated with some spectra of cosmic rays influencing on the
events indicates that the HECGPs contributes to the ionospheres of earth and outer planets during solar
variation of the average temperature. Whereas the low maximum  and  minimum,  J.   Adv.   Space  Res.,
significant level of correlation indicates that there may be 36(11): 2127-2133.
a minor source of particles infiltrating the earth’s 13. Usoskin, I.G., O.G. Gladysheva and G.A. Kovaltsov,
atmosphere such as sunspot, solar wind, prominences 2004. Cosmic ray induced ionization in the
and Coronal Mass Ejection (CME)that contributes to the atmosphere: spatial and temporal changes, J. Atmos.
variation of average surface temperature. Also the Sol. Terr. Phys., 66: 1791-1796.
sensitivity of the observatory instrument could result to 14. Usoskin, I. and G. Kovaltsov, 2006. Cosmic ray
the observed low correlation. induced ionization in the atmosphere: full modeling
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